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MAY SAVE YOUR LIFE
Readers of The Day Book will

find something of real value to
them in the stories by Dr. W. C.
Cotton, which begin in today's
issue and will continue from day
to day.

The purpose of these articles
by a regular physician is to help
people to find out the truth about
foods, medicine and health; and
to save them from the dangers of
unhealthy food and positively
dangerous quack medicines.
.The Day Book accepts no ad-

vertising and, therefore, can af-

ford to itell the truth. You will be
astonished by some of the truths
Dr. Cotton will tell you.

You will get this information
in no other Chicago publication.
Parents who want their children
to grow up hegjlthy and strong
will find this information worth
many dollars. It will save the ex
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pense of sickness and may save
many lives.
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CAN YOU DO IT?

How Old Is Each?
Nine men, working together irr

a shop discovered that when they
lined up in a row as shown above,
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each man was exactly a year older
than the man next to him on the
left. Then the first five found
that their ages added together
made exactly seven-eight- hs as
much as the combined ages of the
last five. How old was each man?,
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CLARB WAS BUSY TYPING
L8TTER5
A MOUSE NEAR. HER. DESK

FOUR. WHooPS AHD SH
LAV OM THE FLUOR, (hi

A DBVO FAINT. AFTER.
SOME COLD WATER. HAD

BEB4 SPLASHED IK HER.
FACE SHE SAID IN A

VJEAK VOICE," IF YOUR-RU-
G

IS DIRTV IS A .
VACUUM CLEARER,?
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